Autumn Leaves Coasters

YOU WILL NEED:
Pegboard:

Bead Colors:

Large Circle

Red
Cranapple
Rust
Orange

Butterscotch
Gold Metallic
Light Brown
Brown

You will also need a sheet of cork and quick-drying
adhesive to complete your projects.

Instructions
NOTE: Each coaster is made of TWO layers: the
bottom layer using the pattern you see here,
and a single ring layer (keeps your glass from
sliding off the coaster) which is indicated by
the beads with the white dots. Create
both layers separately.
1. Place your beads on the
pegboards as shown.
2. Ask an adult to fuse your
designs—see Fusing
Instructions on page 3.
3. Assembly: Glue the single
ring layer to the bottom
layer, lining up the bead
colors. Glue a circle of
cork to the bottom of
each coaster..

Bead Color/# Needed:
Orange - 88
Rust - 57
Light Brown - 117
Brown - 31
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Autumn Leaves
Coasters

Bead Color/# Needed:
Butterscotch - 198
Light Brown - 73
Brown - 38

Bead Color/# Needed:
Red - 205
Cranapple - 33
Light Brown - 49
Brown - 5
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Autumn Leaves Coasters

Bead Color/# Needed:
Gold Metallic - 255
Light Brown - 28
Brown - 39

Fusing Instructions—Only Adults Iron

1. Place your pegboard on a flat, heat-safe surface.
2. Set a household iron to the medium setting. Place ironing paper over the
pegboard. In a circular motion, begin to iron the project. When ironed
properly, the beads will still have an open center. Let the design cool.
3. Remove the paper and bead design from the peg board. Flip the design
over to expose the non-fused side. Repeat step two. Let cool completely.

Note: Beads need heat for about 10-20 seconds per side to fuse evenly. Depending on the size of the project, additional heating time
may be required.
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